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We had the good fortune to have with us throughout our journey
the veteran statesman. Senator F. W, Reitz, and also his distin-
guished son. Colonel Denijs Reitz, who between them so admirably
represented the South Africa of the past and the present. Senator
Reitz was then approaching his eightieth birthday, but his years
sat lightly upon him, and he constantly imposed upon himself
physical tasks from which younger men asked to be excused. He
had been President Kruger's secretary at the time of the great
crisis, and he had personally drafted the letter to England which
had caused the South African War, He knew English literature
better than most Englishmen, and I spent many profitable hours
listening to his wise and kindly judgments on men and books.
His son, Colonel Denijs Reitz, had more definitely reconciled
himself to the changes which the war had produced and, as a member
of the South African Party led by General Smuts, his thoughts were
more with the present and the future than with the past. He very
kindly gave me specimens of old native digging stones, which,
together with some Rhodesian divining bones used by witch
doctors, kindly given to me in Southern Rhodesia, I subsequently
gave to the African section of the British Museum.
We were entertained most generously at our many stopping
places, and there was much general conversation and speech-
making. On the principle of 'safety first/ the selected orators
were at first drawn from the delegates representing the Liberal
and Tory parties, the Labour members being allotted silent parts.
Eventually I was asked to address a large out-of-door demon-
stration of natives at Umtata, at which the chiefs from the Pongo
and other tribes were present with their followers. Before my
speech Colonel Reitz mockingly ran his hands over me to make
sure, as he said, that I had no incendiary material on me, after which
I spoke to the great gathering, each phrase being translated before
another began. I was a practised open-air speaker, and what I
said appeared to please not only the natives themselves, but also
the apprehensive white South Africans.
They had the wildest notions respecting the members of the
Labour Party, and they were relieved and surprised at( my remarks.
They had apparently expected me to preach 'Marxian discqntent'
to the assembled natives, whose immediate needs were peace,
and rain for their fields. I afterwards addressed the students at
Lovedale College, and, when we visited the Matoppos in Southern
Rhodesia, I was selected to speak to the members of the combined

